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Summary

A refinement of Sahai and Ray estimator has been suggested for esti
mating the mean y of a population with variance It has the same
mean square error but smaller bias than the one suggested by Sahai and
Ray.

Introduction

For estimating the population mean, f Sahai and Ray [3]
proposed the estimator

and obtained expressions for bias and mean square error to the order
0{?).

Bias {te*)^ -(2)

and

yis the sample mean, s^ the sample variance, c^ j
square of the coefficient of variation (supposed to be knowij) and n is
the size of the sample. If c is-unknown, then it is a common practice

to replace c by its sample value Ce=-^.
if

* On leave of absence from B.HJU., Varanasii
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. Now we consider the estimator

;e**=v-| ^ (4)

To evaluate the: ,bias and .mean: square erroi- of the estimator
te** to the order 0(nO, let

y= f+U, 5«= C72 + F „.(5)

Where U and K are.order, with E{U)=Eiy)=Q. Then

upto the order 0.("n^), we have

y _ y
(nr+s^) {ny'^+s^r

)( ^ «y' ) nr+s'r

c' } c^-r
" n^y

nT nr nr^ «f®
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So that

and

• =-(•--) 'n\ n ) ;.

••• »«" -f('-f)

: i-f) -
From equation (2), (3); (6) and (7) it is seen that

and

Mite*^)=M{te*) -
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Therefore our estimator te** is superior to the estimator te*. in the
sensethat it has a smaller bias than the estimator [3]. The percen
tage reduction in the .bias by the proposed estimator is giyen

Bite'')
XlOO

£?( ,00
n n \ n }

cj
n

= —X 100
n

•• (8)

From (8), it is cleai that the reduction in bias is large when c
is large, meaning thereby that for small sample size the proposed
estimator is superior to the estimator te*. i '
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